[Psycho-neurogenic factors as a cause of life-threatening arrhythmias].
Tachyarrhytmias often occur during increased emotional arousal or mental excitation. The implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) allows the exact documentation of arrhythmic episodes and their time of onset. Therefore, the type of arrhythmia can be differentiated as well as the circumstances surrounding the event. These features allow the assessment of possible psychic arrhythmogenic factors in the natural environment. We analyzed the ICD-protocols of three male patients (in ages between 60 and 68), whose devices had successfully terminated a ventricular tachycardia and compared the onset of the episodes with the patients' detailed descriptions of the corresponding life situations. The analysis of the circumstances at the time of arrhythmia-onset revealed a relationship between the occurrence of life-threatening arrhythmias in natural environment and emotional stress. The stressors could be defined as situations of increased vulnerability leading to sympathetic excitation. The induction of tachyarrhythmia was promoted in case 1 by acute psychic distress (public speaking), by the increasing panic-attack-like vicious circle of the cognitive anticipation of an unfavorable outcome (case 2), and an adverse anger reaction superimposed on persistent feelings of help- and hopelessness (case 3). These findings are in line with several experimental and epidemiological studies providing evidence for a relationship between psychic arousal and the induction of tachyarrhythmias. The knowledge of emotional and mental factors that function as a trigger for arrhythmias may lead to new therapeutic approaches in the prevention of sudden cardiac death.